
STRATHNAIRN
COMMUNITY COUNCIL

GENERAL MEETING NUMBER 251 IN FARR COMMUNITY HALL  7.30 pm
MONDAY 19th JUNE 2017

MINUTES

SCC Members Present - James Murray (Chair) [JM], Peter Christie (Hon. Sec) [PC], Ian Hunt [IH], Dougie 
Henderson [DH], Scott MacDonald [SMD], Isobel McQueer [IM], Bea Wallace [BW], Sally Moore [SM], David 
Maclean (Minute Secretary) [DMC].

HC Members Present –Cllr Gowans [KG], Cllr MacPherson [DM], Cllr Jarvie [AJ], Cllr Davidson [MD], Cllr 
Cruickshank [GC]. – (Cllrs Cruickshank and Davidson left the meeting at 21:35).

Members of Public Present – 6 members of the public present (including Colin Ross & Andrew Maciver from HC) 

Prior to the meeting, Colin Ross, Engineer from the Highland Council presented and spoke through a paper on updates 
around Scheme 9 – B851/B861, Inverarnie & Farr Village Improvement Scheme. The update was appended and a 
discussion was held. Members of the public and the CC thanked Mr Ross for his work and update. Mr Ross & Andrew 
Maciver then left the meeting at 20:50.

1. Apologies

Apologies were received from Mike Fitzgerald [MF], Cllr Carmichael, Cllr Caddick, Cllr Knox.

2.  Approval of Minute 20th March 2017

A member of the public Mr Hardie raised some concerns that there had been some important matters missed 
from the previous minute, and he was concerned that the minutes of the meetings were not an accurate reflection 
of the discussions taking place. He also noted that the minute in the recent newsletter was not marked as draft as 
they should be. It has been raised before that minutes have been published in the newsletter that are not 
necessarily correct. MD noted that a minute is a summary of discussions at a meeting. JM accepted that there had 
been omissions and that this would be rectified.

It is therefore noted that from the meeting of 17th April 2017, JM apologised for not informing Mr Hardie of the 
CC decision to restrict discussion of his issue for a period of six months. It is also noted that Mr Hardie pointed 
out to the CC that the version of events as presented by JM clearly contradicts the version as presented by IM 
and Mr Hardie had asked which one was correct.

Minutes proposed by IH. Seconded by DH.

3. Declaration of Interests

Nothing noted – JM requested however that if any member of the public wished to raise a point on a subject that 
was being discussed, they should raise it during the discussion and wait until the end of the meeting to bring it 
up.

4. Matters arising from Minute

Point 4, Item 6b–  MD advising that Colin MacKenzie has been requested to provide further information, and 
when she received this will report back.

Point 4, Item 5 – PC McGibbon fully actioned this as requested.

Item 5 – DH will be speaking to the owner at Tomfat Woods within the next few weeks.

Item 13 – JM confirming he has written to the relevant councillors.

 



5. Community Policing Report and local issues

PC McGibbon was unable to attend the meeting, so no report or update was available. IH noted that in future can 
cover be provided so that an update is received. 

6. Financial Report

BW  referred to the report issued at the earlier AGM and confirming that the accounts are now ready to be 
submitted to the HC following their acceptance. Current funds are £3680.12. 

7. Planning Application and updates, including:

(a) Report from IH on applications 

IH spoke to his report listing eight new planning applications and six updates.

(b) Daviot Farm Woodland Creation Proposal

PC advising that the area which had appeared to be earmarked for wind farm usage is now going to be planted 
with trees. At present Mealmore Hill is not fully wooded, this action will not fill it – so the hill could lose its 
features – will landscapers in planning pick up this issue. A member of the public stated that trees on this site 
area better option than another windfarm. IH noted that a full specification is available should anyone wish to 
view it. It also contains plans for a 4x4 track – this indicates multiple usage. MD noted that Daviot Farms 
Wooding Development would have applied for funding for this, so will have certain obligations linked to this.

PC and SM will attend the site meeting.                                                   PC SM

8. Knocknagael to Tomatin Liaison Group 

PC advising that he and JM attended a recent meeting at Tomatin. There is significant work at present at 
Strathdearn with a substantial construction site and around fifty workers. Meeting discussed a number of issues 
and concerns around access roads and road usage around this – there will be two years of work in this area with 
significant movement of vehicles and workers. PC asked who should attend future liaison meetings with him, 
and should we not be inviting residents to attend if this is directly affecting them.
SM noted that if dates were issued in advance she may be able to attend. MD suggested that contact should be 
made with the relevant SSE contact, and details on future meetings and discussions should be clarified to 
ensure CC attend only the ones of relevance.  
It was agreed that it would be preferable to have separate meeting for Tomatin Substation and the construction 
of the new towers and cable stringing because they were in separate CC areas.  PC to contact SSEpd to enquire 
if this is possible.                                                                                                                                  Action PC

9. Correspondence received. (via email unless indicated otherwise.)

a) – Scottish Resilient Communities Conference confirmed for Friday 27th October 2017. This was noted.
b) – Improving Parking in Scotland consultation:  https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/road-policy/improving-
parking-in-scotland/ and will run until 30 June 2017. This was noted.
c) – From 21 May 2017, people aged 60 and over who currently benefit from Highland Council’s rail 
concessionary travel scheme are being advised that half fare rail concessions for the majority of entitled 
Highland residents will cease.
d) – Invitation to the free Scottish Resilient Communities Conference confirmed for Friday 27th October 2017. 
This was noted and was a duplication of point (a).
e) – HC are seeking the views of residents about what should be the priorities for the Highland Outcome 
Improvement Plan.  www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/HOIP2017. This was noted
f) – Inclusion Scotland are seeking to increase the number of disabled people and their organisation taking part 
in local decision making.  Completions of a survey can be made via 
http://bit.ly/InclusionScotlandHighlandSurvey. This was noted.
g) – Entertainment licence Law has changed.  Now need a licence for community fireworks. A member of the 
public noted that sometimes fireworks are used at the hall particularly with private hires  – however local 
residents should be informed of such usage, as their usage can cause upset and distress for dogs and other 
animals. PC noted that the need for a licence had been posted on the Community Facebook page.  A member of 
the public asked that the distress to animals from ad hoc fireworks be brought to the attention of the hall 
committee, as it states usage for public occasions                                                                      Action – PC
h) – Letter by post from Edward Mountain MSP. Would like to meet with SNCC. A member of the public 
enquired as to why he wanted to meet – JM replied he had issued a letter requesting if there was anything he 
could be of help with. A member of the pubic stated he could get a flavour of current issues if he read the 
available meeting minutes. IM stated that since he had offered we should take the offer up. IH agreed and 
suggested that he is invited to a 30-minute meeting held at 7pm before one of our future meetings, with the 
general public encouraged to attend. Meeting agreed to accept the invitation and invite him to attend the 

https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/road-policy/improving-parking-in-scotland/
https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/road-policy/improving-parking-in-scotland/
http://bit.ly/InclusionScotlandHighlandSurvey
http://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/HOIP2017


September CC meeting. Action – JM to organise.  
i) – Letter by post about Merchant Navy Day, 3 September 2017. Noted and CC agreed not to support.

10. List of Events, Meetings and dates for attendance and interest.

a) – Site meeting at Daviot Farms to go over proposals for Daviot Farm Woodland Creation Proposal. Fri. 23rd 

June. PC and SM to attend.
b) –  Meeting of Tomatin and Strathnairn Community Liaison Group August, date to be agreed. As discussed 
in Item 8.
c) – Scottish Resilient Communities Conference Cambuslang:  Friday 27th October 2017.                    Noted
d).– River Ness Public Art Programme: The New Gathering Place Launch - Meet the Artists, Maclean Room, 
Eden Court, 22nd June 10.15 – 4pm.                                                                                                         Noted

11. Questions from members of the Public.

JM advising he had received an email asking for participants for a focus group on youth offenders and offending 
– JM asked for comment on this.  The general view was that it is not an issue locally, however PC commented 
that places with no or little youth crime is as important to a focus group as those with.  CC agreed to reject the 
request.                                                                                                                              Action – JM to notify.

12. AOCB

(i)  SMD gave an update on the final Foundation Scotland report. The report is due to be published in full 
on Tuesday 20th June, and will be published on their website. Hard copies will also be available on 
request. Flyers in relation to the report will be issued – SMD circulated these. JM asked if a shortened 
version will be published in the newsletter. SMD advised that the flyer detailed the next steps once the 
report is published, but it is hoped that information will go into the newsletter. JM advised that this 
matter should go onto the Agenda for August to allow for the report to be published before further 
discussions – it is vital people have had the chance to fully read the report before further consultations. 
SMD feels that the community has already been consulted in relation to the Development Officer post 
and that we should be acting on this now. Two members of the public agreed with the comments of JM 
and noted that the community needs to feel part of this so must be allowed to read the report first before 
any decisions are made. Most of the historic issues stem from the feeling from the public that proper 
consultation has not happened in the past – this is a great opportunity to allow for this to happen now. 
IH noted that the reason for the report being published in its entirety is to avoid any feeling of anything 
being covered up or not being discussed, so the whole process is open and transparent  

(ii) IH commented that the bridge that connects the two Daviots has been damaged – not rotting, but a plank 
has been removed – action is required to repair this. BW asked who owns the bridge and who checks the 
structural integrity. PC noted that he recalls a number of years ago, that the CC was asked to liaise with 
the HC regarding this. JM asked if a councillor would take this up on the CC behalf. KG noted that he 
will deal with this.                                    Action – KG to enquire with John Taylor and report back.

(iii) IH noting that there is concern about head teacher cover at Daviot and Tomatin schools. It has come to 
light that schools will lose a permanent head and that one person will be required to cover both. A 
member of the public noted that the situation could be worse than that with proposals that the head 
teacher will end up covering five primary schools in the area. PC noted that he had heard similar news 
regarding Farr primary, and that short-term appointments are not good for forging good community 
relations between the school and parents. KG noted he had not heard of these exact proposals, but was 
not surprised by proposals to cluster schools to be covered by one head teacher. A member of the pubic 
asked if it was possible to ask the council for a statement regarding potential clustering of schools. KG 
advised he will take this on.                                                Action – KG to enquire and report back.  

13. Date of the next CC Meeting [252] – Monday 21st August 2017 – 

The Community Council is required to issue the agenda 7 days before it’s meeting.  To be certain that an item 
can be included please make sure that it is submitted ten days before our meeting is due to take place.

The meeting was then adjourned, with members of the public asked to vacate the room for JM to inform the relevant 
people of the arrangements for Agenda Item 14 – Complaint against Strathnairn Benefit Fund.  This is to be heard on 
22nd June 2017. 


